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Introduction
The overriding design intent of VENATOR-110 is to blend a lean manned
and adaptable capability within the affordable procurement cost and
dimensions of a Light Frigate. This intent, facilitated by a ‘Middle Out’
design philosophy, avoids the spiral of escalating platform requirements
that can result in ever larger and more expensive warships.
Since its inception in 2012, VENATOR-110 development has benefited from
BMT’s extensive design and engineering experience gained through the
design of complex naval platforms, including the Queen Elizabeth Class
Aircraft Carrier, Tide Class Tanker and the Norwegian Logistic Support
Vessel to achieve the optimum balance between capability, survivability
and cost
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible and Affordable
Globally Deployable
Credible Capability
Credible Survivability
Highly Tailorable

VENATOR-110 benefits from design and engineering experience gained through the design of complex naval platforms, including the Queen Elizabeth Class
Aircraft Carrier and Tide Class Tanker.
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Variants
Key Attributes
General Purpose Light
Frigate Specification
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Length (overall): 117m
Length (waterline): 107m
Draught: 4.3m
Displacement: 4,000 tonnes
Maximum beam: 18m
Top speed: >25 knots
Range: 6,000Nm at 15 knots

Working closely with equipment and system providers, BMT has
identified a spectrum of military specifications able to meet the breadth
of different Navy or Coastguard needs and budgets. Analysis of military
specifications and requirements have led to 3 different design variants of
the VENATOR-110, each devised to suit intended role and affordability:
• General Purpose Light Frigate
• Patrol Frigate
• Patrol Ship
VENATOR-110 variants differ both in terms of the platform and combat
system equipments fitted and also the internal specification of the ship
itself, including platform survivability. There are a broad range of capability
options within each variant, again developed working closely with
equipment specialists that will allow customers to select the features that
best meet their requirement and budget.
For example, a coastguard force wishing to operate a large ship for low
threat economic zone protection will not need the platform characteristics
of a vessel designed for high end warfare but only embodying a lesser
equipment fit. In this instance VENATOR-110 Patrol Ship would be a
suitable cost-effective variant. Conversely the VENATOR-110 General
Purpose Light Frigate provides a Navy with an affordable and credible
warship with survivability and equipment features greater than those of a
fragile OPV or Corvette.
VENATOR-110 variants are individually tailored to best suit the intended
role and affordability, whilst retaining common cost-effective features such
as the hullform and propulsion architecture.

VENATOR-110 Light Frigate
Designed to achieve the optimum balance between capability, survivability
and cost, VENATOR-110 General Purpose Light Frigate is able to fulfil a
wide range of roles, from maritime security and boarding operations to
providing credible combatant offensive and defensive capabilities globally.
Intelligent platform flexibility also offers the opportunity for through-life spiral
development of capabilities to incorporate future technologies.
To provide a meaningful contribution to combatant tasks, including national
or coalition Task Groups, a warship requires the ability to freely manoeuvre
within a threat environment, and should not place a burden on other
naval units to provide for its defence. VENATOR-110 General Purpose
Light Frigate is able to provide this credible combatant capability. These
roles include close consort defence to other shipping, support to forces
deploying to shore including suppression of coastal targets, prosecution of
hostile surface combatants and contribution as part of the wider situational
awareness picture, amongst others.
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The flexibility of VENATOR-110 General Purpose Light Frigate allows the
design to be tailored to incorporate a precision deep strike capability,
or embody the latest generation of variable depth towed-array sonar to
augment the existing hull mounted sonar. These are just two examples of
how the platform can be configured to meet the specific requirements and
budget of the customer.

VENATOR-110 Patrol Frigate
VENATOR-110 Patrol Frigate is designed to provide maritime security and
regional enforcement presence in a low threat environment. Able to support
in more warfare-orientated operations, this variant is at a procurement cost
that reflects the capability provided.
International engagement tasks require VENATOR-110 Patrol Frigate
to conduct regional operations in addition to the Maritime Security
tasks, which can influence a security situation and deter or contain
a potential threat. VENATOR-110 Patrol Frigate can also conduct a
range of intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance tasks as well as
maritime stabilisation operations and providing a military presence, thus
demonstrating a commitment to allies.
To provide these roles, VENATOR-110 Patrol Frigate provides credible
capabilities to defend itself from a range of scaled threats, with sufficient
sensors and armament to target, engage and destroy a range of maritime
air and surface targets consistent with the above roles whilst providing an
appropriate level of protection to the crew and embarked forces.

VENATOR-110 Patrol Ship
The lowest procurement cost variant, VENATOR-110 Patrol Ship is
designed to provide a maritime security presence in a low threat
environment, ideal for coastguard applications.
Maritime Security covers a range of roles including counter maritime
and transnational crime, evacuation of entitled personnel, humanitarian
assistance and disaster relief as well as supporting the integrity of national
maritime territories and protection of maritime trade and freedom of
navigation.
To provide these roles VENATOR-110 Patrol Ship includes a range of
sensors for situational awareness, interdiction and boarding capability,
liaison with naval and Other Government Departments (OGD) (including
Police & Border Agency) assets, flexibility to embark and support task
personnel and stores and sufficient armament to demonstrate intent,
including enforced stopping of maritime craft.
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Design Principles
Flexibility
High level of flexibility:
• Up to four large RHIBs
• Support to Unmanned
Systems
• Tailoring options to support
a range of current and future
aviation assets
• Additional reconfigurable C2
modules
• Mission Bay
• Replenishment At Sea

A warship represents a key strategic asset with which a nation’s
government can enforce their maritime security, promote international
engagement and defend the nation’s territorial integrity and global
interests. With a limited number of platforms available, it is advantageous if
each ship is able to deploy anywhere in the world and operate in a variety
of threat environments, whilst remaining both credible and flexible to
conduct the full range of operations of an affordable frigate.
The flexibility and potential tailoring options of VENATOR-110 enables the
challenges presented by the range of military needs and budgets to be
met, to adapt to fulfil existing and potential future global tasking within a
spectrum of threat environments. For example, the flexibility inherent in the
design allows for:
• Provision of two large davit launched RHIBs, with a third large RHIB
within a stern ramp facility. This can be augmented by a fourth
davit-launched RHIB stowed within the separate flexible mission hangar.
This flexible mission hangar could be employed to host unmanned air,
surface or sub-surface vehicles if required. Provision of offboard assets
would allow broad maritime security interdiction and search and rescue
capabilities to be realised.
• The comprehensive aviation capability includes a flight deck and hangar
with maintenance and support facilities for up to a medium-sized
helicopter. Provision of magazines adds air-deployed weapons to the
platform’s arsenal to prosecute a range of targets. Tailoring options
within the design of the aviation spaces allows these facilities to be
adapted to suit the customer’s range of existing and future aviation
assets, such as NH90, AW159 Wildcat, SH-60 Seahawk, AW101 Merlin
or future replacements.
• Additional reconfigurable command and control (C2) modules within
VENATOR-110 enables the ship to deliver intelligence, surveillance,
cyber and disaster relief tasks. Augmenting the existing Command
facilities, information can be processed on-board in real-time by
specialist analysts, directing the mission as it unfolds. This could include
the provision of C2 facilities required to take control of unmanned
vehicles operating in the area, whilst allowing for simple future upgrades
as unmanned technology develops.
• Further flexibility is provided by an additional mission bay adjacent to the
ship’s RHIBs, able to support a range of capabilities. Replenishment at
Sea positions on either beam for solid and liquid supplies ensure that
VENATOR-110 is able to maintain an enduring presence once deployed
to an area of operations.
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Hydrodynamics
Contemporary warship designs often start with the military requirements,
with a hullform subsequently designed around the platform. BMT has
taken a different approach in the design of VENATOR-110, starting with the
fundamental requirement of a warship: the ability to genuinely operate at
sea globally, in a range of conditions.
Early analysis of options with varying attributes for both length and beam
culminated in an initial hullform, which afforded a strong seakeeping
performance against the spectrum of sea states and conditions
experienced around the world. BMT’s Hydrodynamicists then spent three
years optimising this VENATOR-110 hullform, using CFD analysis and
testing to validate the design.
The resulting VENATOR-110 hullform affords a host of advantages
alongside the accomplished seakeeping ability, including broad helicopter
operating limits consistent with the provision of aviation capability expected
by modern naval customers. VENATOR-110 has been designed from the
outset to achieve more stringent naval stability standards, including a full
appreciation of the adverse effect of through-life weight growth on stability.
This is essential in order for a vessel to be considered a credible warship,
which inherently offers the most appropriate protection to the crew,
and does not compromise ship safety or the mission by adopting less
applicable standards or reduced levels of damage stability.
The substantial design effort devoted to the hydrodynamic performance of
the ship has produced a hull that balances the needs of good ship motions
and stability performance. The resistance of the hull through the water is
optimised, improving through-life fuel efficiency, and the available speed
range is maximised. The overall result is an efficient design with excellent
seagoing performance to facilitate the extensive range of operations
worldwide.

Hydrodynamic Tank Testing conducted on the VENATOR-110 Hullform; designed to operate globally at a range of speeds, in a wide spectrum of sea states and
environmental conditions.
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Combat System
BMT has applied its significant operational analysis and combat systems
expertise to derive the optimum military capability solutions for a range
of budgets. VENATOR-110 has been designed to be mission system
agnostic; to remain open to the selection of combat system, to suit the
preference of any customer and to maintain commonality with their existing
platforms if required. Working with Combat System Integrators has enabled
BMT to refine the platform design to accept current off-the-shelf and future
Combat System equipment.
Learning from the common issues and through-life cost drivers present in
contemporary platforms, VENATOR-110 takes a slightly different approach
to the provision of upperdeck weapon systems. VENATOR-110 includes
BMT designed Adaptive Weapon Positions that allow freedom in the choice
of weapon fit, both at the time of build and through-life. The ship can be
fitted with a range and combination of weapons and decoys to best suit the
customer requirement and budget.
This blending of Close-In Weapon Systems (CIWS), softkill decoys, surface
effectors such as 30mm or 40mm cannon and lightweight missiles on
any of the Adaptive Weapon Positions provides layered defence in the air,
surface and sub-surface domains. BMT Adaptive Weapon Positions allow
for rapid and cost-effective spiral development to adopt the next generation
of weapon systems as the technology matures.
In addition to these upperdeck weapon positions, VENATOR-110 also
includes the capabilities provided by a medium calibre gun system,
able to support a range of different calibre systems (including 57mm,
76mm, 114mm and 127mm), and tailored to suit the intended tasks and
procurement budget.

VENATOR-110 with a Thales integrated combat system, including SMART-S MK2, ARTEMIS IRST, Lightweight Multi-role Missiles (LMM) and CAPTAS active and
passive variable depth sonar. 76mm gun system shown.
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Vertical Launch Silo Options
A further example of the weapon options presented by the highly tailorable
VENATOR-110 design includes the choice of Vertical Launch Silo (VLS)
configuration that could be selected:
The first of these configurations
adopts two 3-cell Lockheed Martin
ExLS VLS. This enables the ship to
carry up to 24 MBDA Sea Ceptor
missiles, combined with MBDA
Platform Data Link Terminals
(PDLTs) for multiple engagement air
defence in a low cost option.

The second option employs four
3-cell Lockheed Martin ExLS VLS.
With 48 MBDA Sea Ceptor missiles
and PDLTs, this provides for
multiple engagement air defence
against a greater weight of threat.
Alternatively, with a reduced
number of Sea Ceptor borne,
the remaining flexible cells could
be used for a choice of other
missile/decoy types.
A third, higher cost configuration
includes two 3-cell Lockheed
Martin ExLS VLS, which provides
24 MBDA Sea Ceptor missiles
and PDLTs suitable for multiple air
engagements. In addition, a single
8-cell Lockheed Martin Mk41 Strike
Length VLS is provided, delivering
a significant level of flexibility
to embark the latest and next
generations of missile technology.
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Operational Spaces
VENATOR-110 Operations Room
BMT’s combat system engineers, human factors scientists and
operators have created an optimised layout for the Operations Room of
VENATOR-110. Relationship mapping, communication route planning and
ergonomics provide confidence that the spaces, using modern combat
system equipment, are suitable to fulfil the range of tasks from maritime
security to warfighting.

Sonar Operator

Command Advisor (Internal Battle)

Sonar Picture Supervisor
Sonar Operator

Access Ship Control Centre (SCC)

Surface Picture Supervisor
Aircraft Controller
Tactical Picture Supervisor / Link Manager

Anti-Ship Missile Operator
Medium Calibre Gun System Operator
Port Weapons Battery Operator
Starboard Weapons Battery Operator

Air Picture Supervisor
Missile Director

Access to Bridge / C2 Expansion Modules

Commanding Officer

Forward

Principal Warfare Officer (PWO)
CSS / GOP
Electronic Warfare Operator
Electronic Warfare Director
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VENATOR-110 Integrated Navigation Bridge
Raytheon Anschütz have been chosen to design, integrate and deliver
the Integrated Navigation and Bridge System (INBS) for the UK Royal
Navy Type 26 Global Combat Ship. Raytheon Anschütz have significant
experience in providing INBS to Navies around the globe (UK Type 45
Destroyers, German F125 Frigates and Polish Kormoran II Minehunters for
example).
Raytheon Anschütz have used this
extensive experience of warship
bridge design to generate an INBS
for VENATOR-110, meaning a
significant level of commonality with
existing Raytheon Anschütz INBS,
such as those mentioned above, is
retained.
The VENATOR-110 INBS employs
an IMO certified navigation system
built entirely using off-the-shelf
equipment with military-proven data
VENATOR-110 INBS designed by Raytheon Anschütz.
distribution management. Using a
shared computing environment for hardware reduction and redundancy,
the VENATOR-110 INBS offers integrated tactical features and modes for
enhanced situational awareness. Thanks to the open architecture of the
system it is able to fuse with a range of sensors, effectors and systems
as selected by the customer. The INBS also offers full integration with the
platform’s Combat Management System (CMS) and Integrated Platform
Management System (IPMS).

Commanding Officer
Helmsman
IPMS / Machinery Control

PWO Bridge Tactical Position
External Communications
Starboard Weapons Battery Operator
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Port Weapons Battery Operator

Propulsion Architecture
• Proven and robust
propulsion architecture
• Reduced maintenance
burden
• Choice of alternative
propulsion architectures to
suit customer requirement

Working closely with Rolls-Royce, Wärtsilä, David Brown Santasalo and
Renk, the VENATOR-110 design adopts a proven and robust propulsion
architecture. This architecture employs four diesel engines in a Combined
Diesel And Diesel (CODAD) configuration. With two separate shaft lines
combined with four independent prime movers and controllable pitch
propellers, the arrangement provides a significant level of flexibility at
a low procurement cost. Fuel efficiency across the speed range can
be maximised, individual engine loading can be managed to reduce
unnecessary wear, and the system has a high level of redundancy in
the event of breakdown or damage. With remote monitoring, the system
allows for a reduced maintenance burden both at sea and in major upkeep
periods, contributing to the requirement for fewer maintenance engineers
onboard.
This proven CODAD architecture uses existing off-the-shelf shock-qualified
equipment and has already successfully entered service in recent Naval
platforms in the same shaft line configuration. Propulsion development and
integration cost and risk are therefore minimised. Options to minimise the
self-noise of the platform and the propulsion architecture are available if
required by the customer.
Other work being undertaken in collaboration with Rolls-Royce and GE
Power Conversion has considered other propulsion architecture options
including a hybrid-electric system, a type of system already integrated in
BMT’s Tide Class Tanker. Additional input from suppliers including Valmet
has generated IPMS options, employing off-the-shelf equipment solutions.
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Electrical Generation and Distribution
BMT’s Electrical Engineers have selected a 440V generation and
distribution system, and a transformed 230V and 115V distribution,
allowing for consistency and compatibility with the majority of existing naval
platforms and naval support infrastructure; such as shore based electrical
supplies. Use of this system avoids considerable additional design costs
and regulation constraints of a High Voltage system.
VENATOR-110 includes a highly flexible and survivable arrangement of four
main Diesel Generators arranged in two pairs in separated compartments.
This assures a survivable generating capability that provides flexibility to
ensure efficient optimal loadings across all operational scenarios, therefore
reducing running costs and the maintenance burden. This system also
allows for through-life growth in the electrical load over the platform’s
life. The redundancy in generating and distribution of the electrical
system ensures survivability under damaged situations in a higher threat
environment. The essential and emergency systems are fed by at least
two electrical supplies to ensure availability of these critical systems under
extreme damage scenarios.
Overall, the final choice of propulsion and electrical generation architecture
employed within VENATOR-110 will be one for the customer, open to the
selection of equipment from a range of suppliers.

VENATOR-110 with MBDA equipment fitted, including MM40 Exocet Block III, Brimstone Sea Spear, SIMBAD RC and Sea Venom aircraft launched anti-surface
guided weapon. 127mm gun system shown.
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Manning
• Lean manpower requirement
• Additional accommodation
to augment the core crew
• Flexible deployment options

Manning of a particular VENATOR-110 variant can be tailored to reflect the
manning philosophy of an individual naval customer.
In its ‘lean manned’ form the VENATOR-110 General Purpose Light Frigate
is intended to be as lean as possible whilst maintaining an appropriate
level of operational capability. Even in the full combatant configuration,
the core crew consists of 85 personnel, capable of maintaining 24
hour operations. The flexibility of design provides ample additional
accommodation, to significantly enhance this crew with additional flight,
boarding, special forces, intelligence, cyber or unmanned systems
operators and personnel.
BMT has conducted a series of simulations with this core crew. This
included running warfighting scenarios in a higher threat environment, such
as Naval Gunfire Support operations with simultaneous internal firefighting.
This provides confidence in this lean number of personnel and their ability
to cope with the demands of operating a credible combatant.
Amongst other features, the simplicity of the propulsion architecture and
the lean nature of the core crew within VENATOR-110 opens up potential
options for the deployment of the platform. This includes the option to
forward position the ship, removing the additional time and cost posed
by a transit to the theatre of operations, allowing a customer to employ
the credible capability of VENATOR-110 where it is most needed on an
enduring basis.

85 Core
Crew
Operation
10 Helicopter
& Maintenance
Marine
11 Optional
Boarding Teams
Additional
18 Temporary
Personnel
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Survivability
• Credible Survivability
• Protection of Personnel
• Able to conduct the role of
a credible combatant in a
higher threat environment

Reflecting on lessons from recent operations, it is vital that a warship is
able to provide an appropriate level of protection to the Ship’s Company,
whether the ship is conducting the roles of a combatant through a
higher threat area or conducting maritime search and rescue activities
in the presence of a potential asymmetric threat. This is especially true
considering the Ship could be required to switch between these two
scenarios with little warning when deployed. Careful consideration of these
survivability aspects is inherent within the VENATOR-110 Light Frigate
design, enabling the platform to conduct the spectrum of tasks required,
and elevating the capability and the protection of the crew and equipment
beyond that of an OPV or Corvette.
VENATOR-110 has been designed with separated main engine spaces.
With two independent prime movers in each space and two independent
shaft lines, VENATOR-110 could maintain propulsion even following
major damage from hostile action. The co-location of personnel within
the ship means that this fundamentally essential component of the
vessel’s capability can be protected by the use of intelligent compartment
arrangement and enhanced bulkheads. This serves to avoid personnel
and equipment in operations spaces being exposed to unnecessary risk
as they conduct the roles required of a credible combatant. A citadel is
included to provide collective protection from the chemical, biological
and radiological threat. These are just three examples throughout the
VENATOR-110 design of how cost-effective survivability has been
examined in order to provide the ship’s command with confidence in their
ship’s ability to perform in the face of threats.

VENATOR-110 with a SAAB integrated combat system, including 9LV CMS, Sea Giraffe AMB, RBS15 MK3 surface-to-surface missiles and two 40mm cannon
with CEROS 200 fire control director.
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Future Development
The ability to affordably embrace future technology has formed an
important part of the thinking behind the VENATOR-110 platform, as
through-life development of a warship is crucial to ensure it retains
credibility against the evolving threat and continued pace of technology
development. Flexibility has been specifically included within the
VENATOR-110 design to allow for spiral development through-life,
taking advantage of maturing technology and the new capabilities
that it can bring, and avoid the onset of obsolescence that can plague
more constrained designs. This can take the form of either upgrades
to VENATOR-110 when in service, or modifications to the design to
incorporate new technology in future variants of VENATOR-110.
VENATOR-110 can therefore be adapted to incorporate a range of future
technologies such as future aviation solutions and the next generation of
shipborne artillery. For instance, in order to counter the increasing threat of
swarm attack, both by advanced drones and simple asymmetric surface
craft, it is important that a platform is able to adopt the future in counterswarm technology, including RF-based non-lethal weapons and laser
directed energy weapons.

Flexibility and margins allow developmental Energy Weapons to be incorporated onboard a future variant of VENATOR-110, designed to include the associated
energy storage technology.
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Construction
Careful consideration has been made throughout the design of
VENATOR-110 to simplify the construction of the platform. Using lessons
learnt from previous programmes, VENATOR-110 has been divided into a
series of manageable blocks, each deliberately designed with a primary
purpose within the platform. This minimises the number and complexity of
interfaces between blocks, and facilitates a high degree of pre-outfitting
prior to final assembly. Work with Combat System Integrators has
sought to simplify the outfit of modern combat system equipment during
construction.
All of this intelligent design serves to simplify the construction of
VENATOR-110 whilst retaining the high level of military capability.
VENATOR-110 can therefore be built in a wide range of shipyards around
the world via technology transfer or be built over multiple shipyards, with
each contributing a series of blocks for final assembly.
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Summary
Benefiting from BMT’s significant expertise in naval design and
procurement, VENATOR-110 is a highly flexible and tailorable modern
warship. Reflecting doctrine of Navies around the world, VENATOR-110
represents a credible platform, able to deliver a wide spectrum of military
capability at an affordable procurement cost. Working with equipment and
system suppliers, the design has been configured for modern construction
and outfit in locations around the world.

BMT thanks key equipment and systems suppliers for their
assistance in the development of VENATOR-110, which include:
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BMT Defence Services is the leading independent centre of engineering
design, support and technical services for defence customers in the UK.
From concept design to acquisition support, in-service design and
technology management, BMT Defence Services is known for its
innovation, expertise and ability to tackle the most complex design and
systems issues.
BMT Defence Services has a strong track record in naval platform design
for surface warships, submarines and auxiliaries together with extensive
acquisition support experience within land and maritime domain projects.

@BMT_Defence
BMTDefence
BMT Defence Services

Based in Bath, Fareham and Weymouth in the United Kingdom, BMT
Defence Services employs around 340 specialists and support staff. Its
people include systems engineers, combat systems engineers, naval
architects, marine engineers and software developers.

